Who Are They?

Write the number of the character next to their correct name!

1. WENDY
2. SKULLY
3. JOHN
4. TINKER BELL
5. CAPTAIN HOOK
6. NANA

ANSWERS:
1-Wendy. 2- Nana. 3- Captain Hook. 4- John. 5- Tinker Bell. 6- Skully.

Find The Book!

Follow the line that leads to the book!
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Help Jake and his crew capture the book from Hook!
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Spot The Differences

Can you spot 7 differences between the two scenes below?

1- Mirror missing from wall.
2- Peter Pan on book cover facing the opposite direction.
3- Tinker Bell appears.
4- Bow on bedpost color turned pink.
5- Curtain on bedpost.
6- Buttons on pajamas missing.
7- Rug color turned purple.
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Connect The Dots
Connect the dots below then color!
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